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A New Beginning for Information Technology
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A New Beginning for Information Technology:
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The Task: Computing with Granular Matter

Can you find a configuration of
particles that acts as a NAND gate?



Evolutionary Computation for Designing Computational Material
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Criterion A: The result was patented as an invention in the past, is an improvement over a
patented invention, or would qualify today as a patentable new invention.

The Case for Humies Awards

● We believe the granular metamaterial designs found by artificial evolution
qualify as a patentable invention.
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Engheta, Nader, et al. "Metastructures for solving equations with waves." U.S. Patent No. 11,494,461. 8 Nov. 2022.
Dillavou, Samuel, et al. "Coupled networks for physics-based machine learning." U.S. Patent Application No. 17/750,072.
Pascall, Andrew, et al. "Systems for mechanical logic based on additively manufacturable micro-mechanical logic gates." U.S. Patent No. 10,678,293. 9 Jun. 2020.
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Bertoldi, Katia, et al. "Low porosity auxetic sheet." U.S. Patent Application No. 14/776,507.
Mosallaei, Hossein. "Dielectric and magnetic particles based metamaterials." U.S. Patent No. 7,750,869. 6 Jul. 2010.
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● We believe the granular metamaterial designs found by artificial evolution
qualify as a patentable invention.

● The computational capabilities of our designs which enable superposition of
multiple logical functions in one granular metamaterial, the high
dimensional parameter space and the complexity of emerging patterns make
these designs unique compared to previous work.
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Criterion D: The result is publishable in its own right as a new scientific result —
independent of the fact that the result was mechanically created.

The Case for Humies Awards

● Despite recent advances in the field, in none of the previous works is the
computational unit automatically optimized to perform computation, let
alone how best to densely pack computation in new ways into materials is
explored.

● We think that our result is valuable on its own as a new scientific discovery.



Criterion G: The result solves a problem of indisputable difficulty in its field.

The Case for Humies Awards

● The non-intuitive nature of embedding computation into granular
metamaterial is evidenced by the lack of obvious common patterns across
the evolved materials that best embody the logic gates.

● This emphasizes the utility of automated design in this domain: designing a
configuration of particles to behave as a logic gate is a rather difficult if not
impossible task to accomplish without the aid of computer optimization.



We believe this paper may stand out in 2 ways:

1. Our work shows a significant step forward for designing
computational material by unveiling the potential of polycomputation
in granular matter.

Most of the work in the field of metamaterial design have been essentially
a human-driven process of trial and error to design materials with desired
properties.



Field Effect 
Transistor  
patent filed 

(1926)

The invention of transistors is considered one of the greatest technological
achievements of the human age.

First transistor 
computers that 

featured boards filled 
with discrete 

transistors (1955)

First commercially 
available 

microcomputer kit 
(1975)[ IEEE Electron Devices

Society, Newsletter,
January 2023 ] Im
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We believe this paper may stand out in 2 ways:

1. Our work shows a significant step forward for designing
computational material by unveiling the potential of polycomputation
in granular matter.

● The high-dimensional design space and the unintuitive relationship between
microstructure and the desired macroscale behavior makes the inverse design
problem formidable.



We believe this paper may stand out in 2 ways:

1. Our work shows a significant step forward for designing
computational material by unveiling the potential of polycomputation
in granular matter.

● The high-dimensional design space and the unintuitive relationship between
microstructure and the desired macroscale behavior makes the inverse design
problem formidable.

● In our research, for the first time, we
showed the successful application of
evolutionary algorithms for designing
computational granular metamaterials.
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2. Our programmable granular material can pioneer the next
generation of computing devices that integrate sensing, control and
actuation.



We believe this paper may stand out in 2 ways:

2. Our programmable granular material can pioneer the next
generation of computing devices that integrate sensing, control and
actuation.

it is possible that given the discrete nature of granular metamaterials
compared to continuous media, crossing the reality gap may prove easier
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